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Why an EU Strategy for the Baltic 
Sea Region?

• Requested by the European Council, inter alia help to address 
the urgent environmental challenges

• A need to speed up implementation of important priorities
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• An integrated approach to 
identify needs, solutions and 
match them to available 
resources

• Four pillars: 1) Environment     
2) Economy 3) Energy and 
Transport 4) Safety and 
security



The approach

• An integrated approach:  
Environment, Economy, Accessibility, Safety

• A rolling Action Plan:
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15 Priority Areas, 90 Flagship Projects

• Alignment of funding
• Simple implementation system: better use of 

existing institutions, funding, and legislation



Implementation
• Simple implementation system: making better use of existing 

institutions, funding and legislation (no new EU structures, EU laws, 
EU money)

• Policy development: European Council (High level group)
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• Coordination, monitoring and follow-
up: European Commission 
(« mandate » from the Council in 
October 2009)

• Implementation on the ground: 
Member State to coordinate Priority 
Area; Ministry, agency, or other 
body to lead flagship projects



Reviews and reporting

• Action Plan to be dynamic. HLG discussed first 
round of updates on 12 April 2010

• The first review in Council of the Strategy will take 
place during the PL presidency in 2011, to be 
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place during the PL presidency in 2011, to be 
followed during later BSR presidencies: 
– DK 2012, LT 2013, LV 2015

• Informal 2010 report 
• Annual Forum 2010: 14-15 October in Tallinn



Priority Area 7: To exploit the full 
potential of the region in research 
and innovation 
• Flagship Project 7.1 : BSR Stars  : A Baltic Sea Region 

Programme for Innovation, Clusters and SME-Networks 

• Flagship Project 7.4 : BSR Health region
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• Flagship Project 7.4 : BSR Health region

• Flagship Project 7.2 : Create a Baltic Sea 
Fund for innovation and research (new lead 
organisation : Skane)

• Flagship Project 7.5 : Setting up a science 
link



Innovation and Reasearch

• Eastern BSR lagging behind in RTD and 
entrepreneurship
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• Failure to capitalise on achievements in the 
whole of BSR

• Cooperation in innovation not obviously a macro-
regional challenge



Innovation and Research

• Already significant efforts to cooperate in 
innovation in BSR (BONUS 169, BSR INNONET, 
VINNOVA, Baltic Development Forum), but 
cooperation is fragmented
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cooperation is fragmented
• A macro-regional strategy should be used to help 

coordinate existing instruments for territorial 
cooperation in innovation and research.

• There is clearly a need to align funding of 
research activities



Synergies between funding instruments

• Cohesion vs Excellence?

• Synergies between FP7, CIP and SFs exist
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• Synergies between FP7, CIP and SFs exist

• Peripheral Regions have potential in their natural and 
agricultural resources



Synergies between funding instruments

• Lack of data on the territorial impact of FP

• Commission is actively working on this issue
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• Commission is actively working on this issue

• Principle of « Regions of Knowledge » Programme 
includes parteners at regional level.



Role of regions in BSR and Innovation 

• Regional Authorities already participating as Lead 
Partners in flagship projects: Skane : Create a Baltic 
Sea Fund for Innovation and Research
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• Many Regional actors are partners or associate 
partners in different projects

• Regions are lead partners outside the action plan, in 
INTERREG projects

• Discrepencies between the level of involvement of 
regions exist 

• Better sharing of information is needed



Added value of an EU Strategy

• It can mobilise projects across borders and 
sectors

• It can serve as a catalyst for strengthening 
cooperation mechanisms within Member States 
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cooperation mechanisms within Member States 
and among countries in a Region

• By involving all relevant policy areas and 
countries, it can promote balanced regional 
development

• It can contribute to channel existing funding 
instruments so their potential can be fully utilised



Thank you for your attention!
EU Strategy for the Baltic Sea Region: an integrated framework to 

address the challenges and opportunities of the Baltic Sea Region
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http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/cooperation/baltic/index_en.htm


